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Appointing an Exclusive Chinese Sales Agent for your Exhibition 
 
China has transformed itself from the world’s factory to the world’s second 
largest economy. Along with this economic miracle, many China companies grew 
to become world class enterprises capable of competing in the global market.  
Many of these Chinese companies participate in overseas exhibitions to gain 
exposure in those countries; reach new audience; network and build 
relationship; and generate new sales leads. 
 
In 2015, up until Oct 31, 46,000 Chinese companies participated in 1,385 
overseas exhibitions, spanning 639,000 sqm of exhibiting space. Top ten 
exhibition destinations were USA, Germany, Russia, Brazil, UAE, India, Turkey, 
France, Italy, and Mexico, accounting for 70.4% of total exhibitions, 68.9% of 
total exhibiting space, and 70.8% of the total exhibiting companies.  
 
USA and Western Europe are still the most popular exhibition destinations to 
Chinese companies, but increased exhibition participation in markets along the 
One-Road-One-Belt Initiative regions is expected because of the strategic 
development policy in those countries by the Chinese government. The most 
active countries along this region are Russia, UAE, India, Turkey, Thailand, Indonesia, Poland, Malaysia, Vietnam 
and Saudi Arabia, which together hosted 437 exhibitions, equaling 31.6% of the total outbound shows. 
 
With such a prosperous market, the overseas exhibition service sector of China attracts a lot of companies who 
want a piece of the pie. And because of the low entry barrier to the industry, according to a 2015 Report by the 
Ministry of Commerce, there are about 34,900 exhibition related operators in China, of which thousands are 
individual exhibition agents.  
 
Although the seemingly abundance choices of local exhibition agents, many overseas exhibition organizers, 
especially those of leading International tradeshows, see and value the advantages of appointing a single sales 
agent in China. By commissioning a reputable full service sales agent, they enjoy peace of mind of: 
 

• A single and clear pricing policy for exhibitors which give the organizers & tradeshows a professional 
image; 

• Unified and respected representation in China; 
• Professional insights & advices on understanding the China market and formulating better entry strategy 

provided by the agent;  
• A healthy long-term partnership with strong commitment from the agent which enhance exhibitor loyalty; 
• Support from the agent on year-round promotion of their events essential to building reputation in China; 
• Full understanding of Chinese exhibitors’ needs by the agent, who will provide them professional advices 

on participating in overseas shows and even expanding their business in overseas markets. 
 
Nowadays both overseas organizers and Chinese exhibitors appreciate & want 
the expertise & professional services offered by a China exclusive agent such as 
BTE, as it gives them peace of mind. A reliable exclusive agent not only provides 
effective advices to exhibitors, helping them achieve the desired results for their 
show participation, but also provides full support to the exhibitors on their 
participation preparation including visa applications, logistics & transportations, customs clearance, and travel 
arrangements, helping them achieve the desired business results. 
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